NORDIC CHEM 2.0
A B R EA KTHRO U G H IN NOVATIO N

What is Nordic Chem 2.0?

ENHANCES AESTHETIC APPEAL

More than an antimicrobial coating, Nordic Chem 2.0 will create a
highly repellent layer on the surface. Not only will it protect the
substrate from harmful pathogens and contaminants, it will
rejuvenate the surface, creating a whole new enhanced aesthetic
look and also provide a smooth, clean feel to the skin at the touch.
By providing a self-cleaning effect while at the same time
continuously sanitizing surfaces, this technology will reduce labour
and maintenance costs of any substrate by approximately 20% or
more.

By rejuvenating the substrates original luster and
properties, it will make any surface look brand new, clean
and with a nice smooth effect to the touch.

The Nordic Chem 2.0 coating will
rejuvenate any surface without changing its
intended texture or colour.

SELF-CLEANING EFFECT

UNCOATED

COATED
with Nordic Chem

The strong hydrophobic and repellent layer provided to
the surface will create a self-cleaning effect and highly
facilitate the maintenance of the surface.

SEE THE CLEAN

FEEL THE CLEAN

The aesthetic enhancement in the
coating ensures all people who come
in contact with a coated surface can
see and feel the surface is clean.
Customers and employees will
surely notice the enhanced effect of
a treated substrate and come to
understand what a clean and
hygienic surface should look and feel
like.

LONG-TERM ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION

Nordic Chem coating continuously protects surfaces
against pathogens and reduces their spread. It enables
businesses to implement a sustainable surface protection
solution for now and into the future.

COMMITTED TO
PROTECTING YOUR
BUSINESS

LONG TERM

ANTIMICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY

How it works?

The coating creates an invisible
protective layer of nano-spikes.

PROVEN FORMULA

Nordic Chem has been thoroughly tested and certified by
independent UK and European laboratories to EN and
ISO standards. Comprehensive, real world studies have
also been conducted. Businesses can be assured of a
proven formula.
The pathogen is attracked to the
nano-spikes.
24/7 PROTECTION AGAINST
THE HUMAN CORONAVIRUS

Effective up to 90 days

Non irritant

Water based

Anti odor

Applicable to all surfaces

Non corrosive

Nordic Chem is a sustainable surface
hygiene solution making your premises a
more hygienic environment 24/7.

The nano-spikes penetrate the
pathogens
membrane
which
inactives the cell.

THE FUTURE
OF SURFACE
PROTECTION

COST SAVING SOLUTION

Due to its self-cleaning effect, 24/7 protection against
pathogens and substrate rejuvenation technology, any
business applying the coating on its premises surfaces will
significantly reduce the labour cost of maintaining the
substrates by approximately 20%, while at the same time
increasing customer satisfaction.

INCREASE PROFIT

INCREASE LIFETIME OF
EQUIPMENTS

Watch our video to find out more about this new
surface technology and see its benefits in action!
MAINTAIN SANITIZATION

REDUCE LABOR COST

Nordic Chem also sanitises surfaces on a
continuous basis without the need for endless
spray and wipe, which considerably lowers
cost while maintaining a high level of hygiene.

Who is Nordic Chem?
Nordic Chem, is a global company
with a multinational team with
branches all over the world.
With over 25 years of experience in
the coating industry, our products are
all developed and manufactured
through extensive knowledge and a
huge amount of passion to bring
superior products.
We provide surface protection
solutions across various industries and
markets. Our main goal is to
implement a sustainable surface
protection program that reduces
costs, increases customer satisfaction
and promotes consumer confidence.

CONTACT US

www.nordicchem.com
info@nordicchem.com

